
Digi Traffic Generator: Review Reveals Andy Fletcher's Backlink Software

Summary: HonestyFirstReviews.com releases a review of Digi Traffic Generator a new piece of push-
button backlink software from Internet marketing and SEO expert Andy Fletcher. 

"Digi Traffic Generator is powerful new SEO software that allows users the ability to create hundreds 
of social bookmark, and article backlinks simply by pushing a few buttons," reports 
HonestyFirstReviews.com's Tiffany Hendricks. "The internet marketing community is buzzing with 
excitement over this new release which is being called a push button solution for the new SEO 
environment."

Digi Traffic Generator is the brain child of Andy Fletcher a well known SEO and internet marketing 
expert who shuns the "IM Guru" label. Fletcher's software which can be installed on one's desktop with 
a few mouse clicks was designed to help webmasters get more traffic to their sites quickly and easily 
by tapping into direct, organic and viral traffic sources.

Hendricks offers this explanation for the excitement over the Digi Traffic Generator release:

"Every webmaster knows that traffic is the live blood of their business," says Hendricks. "Recent 
changes in the search engines algorithms have adversely effected many site owners, and left them with 
reduced traffic levels. Digi Traffic Generator promises to boost their traffic up, while 'playing nice' with 
the search engines."

While skeptics may question whether push button software is really capable of dramatically improving 
website traffic, Hendricks asserts that it is all a matter of how users make use of this powerful tool.

"We generally don't review SEO software, because we know how easily these tools can be misused," 
says Hendricks. "However, we have been extremely impressed with Andy Fletcher's Digi Traffic 
Generator. Not only is it one of the most powerful and finely tuned SEO tools on the market, but it 
features an extremely simple and intuitive interface making it easy for those without a great deal of 
technical know how."

Because Digi Traffic Generator posts content on specially selected high traffic websites users can take 
advantage of direct and viral traffic in addition to organic traffic from the search engines.

"Our only concern is that because Digi Traffic Generator is such powerful software that people use it 
responsibly, " says Hendricks. "I know I will sound like a goody two-shoes for saying this, but I'd 
advise webmasters to use the tool to post quality content that will help web searchers to improve their 
online experience, and not just to try to make a bunch of quick cash."

Those wishing to purchase Digi Traffic Generator, or for more information, click here.

Tiffany Hendricks provides reviews of the best internet marketing courses, software and digital training 
programs on her website HonestyFirstReviews.com.
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